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Abstract
Introducing the well known Papapetrou field as the gravitoelectromagnetic field tensor, we ex-
press the Maxwell-type part of the 3-dimensional quasi-Maxwell form of the vacuum Einstein field
equations in terms of differential forms, analogous to their electromagnetic counterparts in curved
spacetimes. Using the same formalism we introduce the junction conditions on non-null hypersur-
faces in terms of the introduced gravitoelectromagnetic 4-vector fields and apply them to the case
of the Van Stockum interior and exterior solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In Einstein’s general theory of relativity the old Newtonian concepts of space and time
have drastically changed and fused into a new 4-dimensional, dynamical entity represent-
ing the underlying gravitational field, the so called spacetime. But when it comes to the
measurements of physical phenomena, as in astrophysics and cosmology, we are led to de-
fine and measure spatial and temporal quantities and consequently a decomposition of the
underlying spacetime into spatial and temporal sections would be unavoidable. There are
two well known approaches to spacetime decomposition in general relativity: the 1 + 3 de-
composition or threading formalism and the 3+1 decomposition also called foliation. In the
first formalism, introduced by Landau and Lifshitz [1–5], a congruence of timelike curves
(world-lines) is employed for threading the spacetime under study. This is the same formal-
ism which, through analogy with electromagnetism, enables one to introduce the so called
quasi-Maxwell form of the Einstein field equations in the broader context of gravitoelectro-
magnetism [1, 4, 5]. In the second formalism, the four-dimensional spacetime is foliated into
three-dimensional hypersurfaces in the context of the so called thin sandwich formulation.
This is the same formalism which led to the Hamiltonian formulation of Einstein field equa-
tions [6]. In what follows we are concerned with the threading formulation of spacetime
decomposition which has been quite successful in different aspects specially in finding exact
solutions of Einstein field equations along with their interpretation [4, 7, 8] as well as in
analyzing relativistic cosmological perturbation modes [9]. Mathematically more involved,
but essentially the same formulation of 1 + 3 decomposition is presented in [10], where the
idea of gauged motion [8] was generalized to non-stationary spacetimes.
The analogy with electromagnetism has been employed to introduce the so called gravi-
toelectromagnetic (GEM) fields Eg and Bg, through which the interpretation of NUT-type
spacetimes as the spacetimes of gravitomagnetic monopoles was introduced [4]. The analogy
has been pushed further by introducing spacetime index of refraction [1], which was then
used to analyze physical effects in curved backgrounds [11].
To push this analogy even further, in the present article we show that the well known second
rank antisymmetric Papapetrou field [12, 13], defined in an stationary spacetime, could be
taken as the GEM field tensor. This is achieved by explicitly expressing its content in terms
of the 3-dimensional gravitoelectric (GE) and gravitomagnetic (GM) fields.
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The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we introduce 1+ 3 decomposition
and the quasi-Maxwell form of the Einstein field equations in their 3-dimensional (vector)
form. In section III, introducing the Papapetrou field for stationary gravitational fields,
we show explicitly how it contains the 3-dimensional GE and GM fields, hence calling it
the GEM field tensor. Also we express that part of the quasi-Maxwell form of the vacuum
Einstein field equations which is analogous to vacuum Maxwell equations in the language
of differential forms. In the same section we will discuss the generalized Maxwell equations
in curved spacetimes and compare them with their gravitational analogues introduced in
section III. In section IV the extrinsic curvature will be written in terms of the GEM tensor
field and then the gravitational junction conditions are given in analogy with electromag-
netism. Also, as an interesting example of the junction conditions in terms of the GE and
GM fields, the case of the Van Stockum interior and exterior solutions will be discussed. In
the conclusion section we summarize and discuss our results.
Notations: Following Landau and Lifshitz [1] our convention for indices is such that Latin
indices run from 0 to 3 while the Greek ones run from 1 to 3. Throughout we employ grav-
itational units in which c = G = 1. Also indices “g” and “em” stand for gravitational and
electromagnetic entities respectively.
II. 1 + 3 SPACETIME DECOMPOSITION AND THE QUASI-MAXWELL FORM
OF THE EINSTEIN FIELD EQUATIONS
Suppose that (M, gab) is a 4-dimensional stationary spacetime/manifold with a timelike
killing vector field (TKVF) ξ ≡ ξa∂a representing a 1-dimensional group of transformations,
xa → xa + δλξa δλ≪ 1, (1)
under which the space-time line element is invariant,
Lξgab = 0. (2)
Obviously all vector fields ecξ (c ∈ R) have the same integral lines, i.e they are determined
up to a constant multiplicative factor, indicating the freedom in choosing the unit of (world)
time interval. The freedom in choosing the time origin at each spatial point is denoted by
the following transformation [1],
x0 → x′0 = (x0 + f(xµ)) , µ = 1, 2, 3 (3)
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with f(xµ) an arbitrary function of spatial coordinates. In the 1+3 (threading) formulation
of spacetime decomposition the line element of a stationary spacetime is written in the
following form [1, 3, 4]
ds2 = dτ 2syn − dl2 = e2φ(Agadxa)2 − γµνdxµdxν (4)
where dτsyn is the synchronized proper time, Aga ≡ −g0a/g00 = (−1, Agα) (i.e Agα = −g0αg00 )
and
dl2 = γµνdx
µdxν = (
g0µg0ν
g00
− gµν)dxµdxν , µ, ν = 1, 2, 3 (5)
is the spatial line element (also called the radar distance element) of the 3-space Σ3 with the
spatial metric γµν . Under the transformation of the time origin (3), as expected, the spatial
line element is invariant and the spacetime metric transforms into
ds2 = e2φ(dx′0 − A′gαdxα)2 − γµνdxµdxν (6)
where A′gα = Agα + ∇αf . In other words, the so called GM potential Ag undergoes a
gauge transformation. It should be noted that the 3-space Σ3 introduced in this formalism
is the quotient space/manifold M
G1
in which G1 is the one dimensional group of motions
generated by the TKVF of the spacetime [2, 3]. This is a 3-space which does not correspond
to any hypersurface embedded in the 4-dimensional spacetime as its natural habitat. One
of the main advantages of the 1 + 3 formulation is the fact that one could express the
Einstein field equations in the so called quasi-Maxwell form in a broader context called
gravitoelectromagnetism. Indeed using the above formalism, it is shown that test masses
moving on the geodesics of a stationary spacetime, depart from the geodesics of the 3-space
Σ3 as if acted on by the following GEM Lorentz-type 3-force [1, 4],
fg =
m0√
1− v2
c2
(
Eg +
v
c
× eφBg
)
(7)
in which the 3-velocity of the particle is defined in terms of the synchronized proper time as
follows [1]
vα =
dxα
dτsyn
=
dxα√
g00(dx0 − Aβdxβ) , (8)
and the GE and GM vector fields are defined as follows,
Bg = curl (Ag) (9)
Eg = −∇φ. (10)
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Employing the above definitions, vacuum [34] Einstein field equations could be written in
the following quasi-Maxwell form [1, 4],
div Bg = 0 (11)
curl Eg = 0 (12)
div Eg =
1
2
e2φB2g + E
2
g (13)
curl (eφBg) = 2Eg × eφBg (14)
P µν = −Eµ;νg +
1
2
e2φ(BµgB
ν
g −B2gγµν) + EµgEνg (15)
in which P µν is the 3-dimensional Ricci tensor of the 3-space Σ3 constructed from the 3-
dimensional metric γab in the same way that the usual 4-dimensional Ricci tensor Rab is
made out of gab [35]. For our later use we call the first four equations as the Maxwell-type
equations and looking at the equations (13)-(14), in analogy with electromagnetism, one
could also define the following quantities;
ug =
1
2
e2φB2g + E
2
g (16)
Hg = e
φBg (17)
Sg = Eg ×Hg (18)
as the GEM energy density, the GM intensity vector and the GEM Poynting vector respec-
tively.
As an interesting observation we note that by taking the trace of the equation (15), we end
up with
P = −3
2
e2φBg
2. (19)
This equation indicates that the absence of the gravitomagnetic field (which guarantees
the staticity of the underlying spacetime [14]), lables the vacuum static solutions as those
solutions with vanishing Σ3-Ricci scalar. In other words while vacuum solutions are called
Ricci flat (R = 0), static vacuum solutions could be called Σ3-Ricci flat solutions (P = 0).
For future reference, two points need to be emphasized here with respect to the above quasi-
Maxwell form of the Einstein field equations. The first point is the obvious fact that in
terms of the GE and GM fields, equations (13)-(15) are nonlinear. As a second point, it
should be noted that since the GE and GM fields are 3-vectors living in Σ3, the above
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formulation is not a manifestly covariant formulation and indeed it was not meant to be so
due to the idea of decomposition. In the next section introducing the Papapetrou field as the
gravitoelectromagnetic field tensor, we express the Maxwell-type part of the 3-dimensional
quasi-Maxwell form of the vacuum Einstein field equations in terms of differential forms,
analogous to their electromagnetic counterparts in curved spacetimes.
III. PAPAPETROU FIELD AS THE GRAVITOELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
TENSOR OF STATIONARY SPACETIMES
Using the TKVF of the underlying stationary spacetime and in analogy with electromag-
netism one can introduce the following invariant 2-form called Papapetrou field [36]
Fg = dξ
⋆ (20)
where the 1-form ξ⋆ is the dual vector of the Killing vector ξ. In terms of tensor components
it will take the following form,
Fg =
1
2
Fgabdx
a ∧ dxb, Fgab = ξb;a − ξa;b. (21)
It is worth noting that Fg is defined on the underlying four-dimensional stationary spacetime
M, i.e the raising and lowering of its indices are done by the spacetime metric gab. Also
it is clear from the above equation that, in analogy with the electromagnetic four-potential
and field tensor, the Killing vector field ξa and the Papapetrou field are playing the roles
of a GEM 4-potential and the GEM field tensor respectively. It should be noted that in a
more faithful analogy to electromagnetism it is expected that the GE and the GM potentials
φ ≡ ln√g00 and Ag, introduced in the last section, to constitute the gravitational 4-vector
potential. But for the obvious reason that the GM potential is defined as a 3-vector in Σ3,
we are not able to parallel the electromagnetism here [37]. Invariance of the GEM field
tensor Fg under the transformation (1) could be examined through the application of the
Lie derivative on Fg along ξ. In the coordinate system adapted to the TKVF,
ξa
.
= δa0 = (1, 0, 0, 0) = −g00Aga, ξa .= (g00, g0α) = −g00Aga. (22)
using (21) and the fact that Lξξ = 0, it is easy to see that we end up with
LξFgab = 0, (23)
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as a tensorial relation valid in any coordinate system proving that Fg is invariant under the
transformation along the TKVF.
A. Maxwell-type part of quasi-Maxwell equations in the language of differential
forms
To express the Maxwell-type part of the quasi-Maxwell form of the vacuum Einstein field
equations which resembles the vacuum Maxwell equations, as a first step and in analogy
with the electromagnetic field tensor, we write the introduced GEM field tensor (21) in
terms of the GE and GM vector fields defined in the previous section. In the coordinate
system adapted to the time like Killing vector we have
Fgab
.
= 2h

 0 Egβ
−Egα 2(Eg [αAgβ])− 12fαβ

 , (24)
with its contravariant counterpart given by
Fg
ab .=

 0 −2Eβg + h(Ag ×Bg)β
2Eαg − h(Ag ×Bg)α −hfαβ

 , (25)
where
h ≡ g00 ≡ e2φ
fαβ =
√
γǫαβγB
γ
g
in which γ = detγαβ and use is made of the fact that
√−g = √h√γ [1]. Using equations
(21) and (24) one can show that , in a general coordinate system, the GEM field Fg could
be written as follows
Fgab = −|ξ|2ηnmab
ξn
|ξ|B
m
g + 2(ξaEgb − ξbEga) (26)
where ηnmab =
√−gǫnmab =
√
h
√
γǫnmab is the 4-dimensional Levi-Civita pseudo-tensor.
Conversely the GE and GM 4-vector fields are given by [15]
Ega = −
1
2|ξ|Fgab
ξb
|ξ| (27)
Bag = −|ξ|ξbηamnb (
ξn
|ξ|2 );m = −
1
2|ξ|2η
abnm ξb
|ξ|Fgnm (28)
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where it is obvious that Egaξ
a = 0 and Bgaξ
a = 0, ensuring that these 4-vectors have no
components along the TKVF, i.e in the coordinate system adapted to the Killing vector they
reduce to Eg0
.
= 0
.
= Bg0 as expected. The above introduced GM 4-vector is proportional
to the so called twist of the Killing vector field ωa = ξbηamnb ξn;m [2, 13], indeed it can be
shown that Bag = − 1|ξ|ξbηamnb ξn;m ≡ − 1|ξ|ωa [38]. It is also noted that one should distinguish
between the 3-vectors Eg and Bg living in Σ3 and the spatial components of the 4-vectors Ega
and Bga denoted by
(3)Egα and
(3)Bgα respectively. For example, in the coordinate system
adapted to the TKVF, one can obtain the following relations between the two quantities,
Ega = (E0,
(3)Egα)
.
= (0, Egα) (29)
Eg
a = (E0, (3)Eg
α
)
.
= (−AgαEgα,−Egα), (30)
in which it is noted that Eg
α = γαβEgβ.
Using the above expressions the homogeneous quasi-Maxwell equations (11) and (12) could
be compactly written in the following form,
∂[aFgbc] = 0. (31)
For the two inhomogeneous equations (13) and (14), it can be shown that they are compactly
encoded in the following 4-dimensional form (refer to appendix A for a detailed calculation),
∇aFgab = 0. (32)
This result is expected since using the relation ∇a∇bξc = Rdabcξd, one can obtain
∇aFgab = Rabξa = 8πG
c4
(
T ab − 1
2
Tgab
)
ξa (33)
where in the vacuum case, Rab = 0, leads to (32) [2, 13]. This also shows the straightfor-
ward generalization to the non-vacuum case in which we replaced the Ricci tensor with the
matter energy-momentum tensor and its trace using the Einstein field equations. Now the
components of this equation parallel and orthogonal to the Killing vector ξa will lead to the
non-vacuum quasi-Maxwell equations [4].
It should be noted that apart from the definition given here, there are other definitions of
the GEM field tensor which are all based in one way or another on the Killing field, including
those based on the normalized vector field ua ≡ ξa|ξ| given in [5] and the one introduced by
Geroch [2] where Fab = ∇[aηb] with ξaηa = 1, so that ηa = 1|ξ|2ξa
.
= −Aa. In other words
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these three definitions are based on three different vector fields which are respectively I- ξa,
II- 1|ξ|ξ
a and III- 1|ξ|2ξ
a.
The advantage of the second definition is that one could define gravitoelectric and gravito-
magnetic 4-vectors in the spacetime manifold and introduce a field tensor which (formally)
parallels electromagnetism almost exactly [5]. On the other hand taking the Papapetrou
field as the GEM field tensor has the advantage that in some cases, such as in the Kerr-
Newman geometry, it is found to be proportional to the electromagnetic field of the same
spacetime [6, 13]. Indeed in this special case one can replace Q with 2M to get the GEM
field tensor from its EM counterpart.
It has already been shown that Geroch’s definition of field tensor has the deficiency that it
only includes the GM vector field [10].
Using the language of differential forms and the electromagnetic field tensor, Maxwell equa-
tions could be written in a coordinate-free language [17]. In the same way, employing the
Papapetrou field as the GEM field tensor along with the exterior derivative operator d, one
could express the quasi-Maxwell equations in the language of differential forms. By its def-
inition, the GEM 2-form (20) is an exact form and so by Poincare lemma it is also a closed
form and indeed the homogeneous quasi-Maxwell equations are given by
dFg = 0. (34)
Whereas the inhomogeneous equations are given by
d∗Fg = 0 (35)
with the Hodge dual of the GEM 2-form Fg defined as follows,
⋆Fg =
√−g
4
Fg
abǫabcddx
c ∧ dxd (36)
in which ǫ is the Levi-Civita symbol. The above relation shows that the dual form ∗Fg is a
closed 2-form.
B. A brief comparison with electromagnetism in curved spacetime
Electromagnetism in curved backgrounds have been the subject of many studies specially
when the curved background is a cosmological one such as a FLRW spacetime. In almost all
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these investigations, the electromagnetic (Faraday) field tensor is decomposed into electric
and magnetic fields, with respect to the 4-velocity ua of a timelike observer (uaua = 1) as
follows [18, 19]
F emab = −ηnmabunBmem + (uaEemb − ubEema ) (37)
so that the electric and magnetic 4-vectors are given by
Eema = −F emab ub (38)
Bema =
1
2
ηabnmu
bF nmem . (39)
Obviously the electromagnetic fields satisfy the relations Eema u
a = 0 and Bema u
a = 0, en-
suring their spacelike nature in the observer’s rest frame. A simple comparison of the EM
equations (37)-(39) with their GEM counterparts (26)-(28) shows that in the case of GEM,
the normalized timelike vector, ξ
n
|ξ| (also called the threading vector in the literature of the
1+3 splitting [5]), plays somewhat similar role to that of the comoving observer’s 4-velocity
in electromagnetism in a curved background. Indeed for stationary spacetimes, in the co-
ordinate system adapted to the timelike Killing vector, ξ
n
|ξ|
.
= un = (1/
√
g00, 0, 0, 0), i.e it is
the 4-velocity of a timelike observer in the comoving frame, the so called Killing observers.
In brief, it should be noted that in the case of the electromagnetism in a curved background
the above EM fields and the related equations (e.g Maxwell and wave equations) written
in terms of them, tell us how these electromagnetic fields behave in a (stationary) curved
background and do not tell us anything about the underlying spacetime. On the other
hand, as pointed out previously, gravitoelectromagnetism (Einstein field equations in their
quasi-Maxwell form) is a formalism which expresses the gravitational field equations in terms
of GE and GM 4-vector fields introduced through 1 + 3 decomposition of the underlying
spacetime metric into its spatial and temporal sections. For a detailed study on the above
mentioned comparison refer to [5, 20].
IV. JUNCTION CONDITIONS
It is well known that electromagnetic fields on boundaries separating two different media
satisfy certain junction conditions. Now that we have established the analogy between
Einstein field equations in stationary spacetimes and Maxwell equations, to look for further
analogy, we turn our attention to the junction conditions in general relativity and try to
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rewrite them in terms of the GEM fields. The problem of junction conditions in general
relativity occurs in the study of two different spacetimes matched at their boundary which
usually separates vacuum and non-vacuum solutions of Einstein field equations such as in
the case of collapsing stars and thin shells of matter. The obvious question posed is: what
are the conditions to ensure that the two spacetime metrics are joined smoothly across the
hypersurface S presenting the boundary?. There has been a lot of studies in this direction
starting with the work of Darmois [21] and followed by Lichnerowicz [23], O‘Brien and
Synge [22] and Israel [24] to name a few. In what follows we will employ the well-known
Darmois-Israel junction conditions on thin shells which is widely used in studies on matching
different spacetimes with thin shell boundaries in GR and cosmology. To establish our
notation, first we give a brief account of their formalism. In the language of distributions,
after dividing spacetime manifold M by hypersurface S into two regions V+ and V− with
the corresponding metrics g+µν and g
−
µν respectively, one can express the spacetime metric as
the following distribution-valued tensor,
gab = Θ(ℓ)g
+
ab +Θ(−ℓ)g−ab (40)
in which Θ(ℓ) is Heaviside distribution and ℓ is the parameter by which the congruence of
geodesics piercing the hypersurface S orthogonally, are parameterized.
Denoting the spacetime coordinates by xa and those on the hypersurface by yi [39] one can
show that the following conditions satisfy
[na] = [eai ] = 0 (41)
in which eaj = ∂x
a/∂yi and na = ∂xa/∂ℓ are the tangent and normal vectors to the hy-
persurface respectively and the symbol [ ] stands for jump across the hypersurface. Using
the above relations one can obtain the so called Darmois-Israel junction conditions for the
smooth joining of the spacetime metric on the two sides of the hypersurface as follows,
[hab] = 0 (42)
[Kij] = 0 (43)
in which hab and Kij are the so called first and second fundamental forms (or the induced
metric and extrinsic curvature of the hypersurface) respectively. The first condition guaran-
tees a singular-free connection while the second one guarantees the non-existence of matter
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layer on the hypersurface S. Indeed it can be shown that the second condition gives the
sufficient condition for the regularity of the Riemman tensor on the hypersurface [25].
A. Junction conditions in terms of the GEM vector fields
In what follows our main objective is to rewrite the above introduced junction conditions
for non-null hypersurfaces in terms of the GEM fields of the underlying spacetime metrics
and show their formal analogy with their electromagnetic counterparts. Since by second
junction condition there are no matter layers on the hypersurface, it is this condition which
is expected to be a gravitational analogue, in electromagnetism, of the continuity of the
electric and magnetic fields on the boundary sparating two media where there are no free
charges or currents.
We start by writing the extrinsic curvature in terms of the tangent vectors to the hypersurface
and (the covariant derivative of) the normal vector to it and decompose the relation as follows
[Kij ] = [na;b]e
a
i e
b
j = −[Γcab]nceai ebj (44)
= −[Γ0ab]n0eai ebj − [Γγab]nγeai ebj
= −[Γ000]n0e0αe0β − [Γ0µν ]n0eµi eνj
− [Γ0γ0]n0eγi e0j − [Γ00γ]n0e0i eγj
− [Γγ0η)]nγe0i eηj − [Γγη0]nγejie0j
− [Γγµν ]nγeµi eνj − [Γγ00]nγe0i e0j .
It should be noted that there are three different kinds of indices used in the above relation.
The first few Latin indices (a, b, c) run from 0 to 3 , the Greek ones only label spatial indices
and run from 1 to 3 and, as pointed out earlier, the few middle Latin indices (i, j, k) denote
the 3-dimensional intrinsic coordinates of the hypersurface S. The connection coefficients in
the above relation could be written in terms of the metric components, which in turn, upon
using the definitions of the GEM fields and after a careful manipulation of terms, could be
recollected in the following compact form (detailed calculations are given in Appendix B)
[Kij ] = [P
a
bc]nae
b
ie
c
j − [λγαβ]nγeαi eβj (45)
where
P abc =
1
2h
[(Eag ξb − Fgab ) ξc + (Eag ξc − Fgac) ξb] (46)
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and λγαβ are the components of the three-dimensional Christoffel symbol constructed from
the 3-metric γαβ. Now using the above relation, the second junction condition leads to the
following two conditions
[P abc]nae
b
ie
c
j = 0 (47)
[λγαβ ]nγe
α
i e
β
j = 0 (48)
the second of which is just the formal three dimensional analogue (in space Σ3 with metric
γαβ) of the original condition [40] while the first condition reduces to the following two
conditions on the GEM fields
[Ega]n
a = 0 (49)
[Fg
a
b ]nae
b
i = 0, (50)
where we have used the fact that [ξa] = 0, i.e the TKVF of the underlying stationary
spacetimes has no jump across the hypersurface S. This could be shown by noting that
the Killing vector at the boundary could be written in terms of the normal and tangent
vectors to the hypersurface which satisfy (42) and (43). The first equation shows that the
normal component of the GE field is continuous across the hypersurface. To see the content
of the second equation in a more familiar form, we substitute for the field tensor from (26),
upon which, one can easily see that it reproduces condition (49) as well as the following two
conditions,
[Egb]e
b
i = 0 (51)
ηnmabξ
nna[Bmg ]e
b
i = 0. (52)
It should be noted that the two conditions (49) and (51) are not independent and using
the orthogonality relation nae
a
i = 0, one could be derived from the other. In other words
continuity of the normal components of the GE field across the hypersurface guarantees the
continuity of its tangential components and vice versa.
In the coordinate system adapted to the timelike killing vector (i.e ξa
.
= (1, 0, 0, 0)), equations
(49), (51) and (52) could be rewritten in the following more familiar 3-dimensional forms
[Ega]n
a .= [Eg] · n = 0 (53)
[Egb]e
b
i
.
= [Eg] · ei = 0 (54)
√
γǫβαµn
α[
√
hBµg ]e
β
i ≡ n× [Hg] · ei .= 0⇒ n× [Hg] .= 0 (55)
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where they show that the tangential components of the GE field and gravitomanetic intensity
as well as the normal components of the GE field are all continuous across the hypersurface
separating the two regions of the spacetime. An intersting example of the above junction
conditions, discussed in the following subsection, is its application to the Van Stockum
solution [26].
B. Junction conditions for the interior and exterior Van Stockum solutions
To exemplify the employment of the junction conditions in terms of the GEM fields, we
study the Van Stockum solution corresponding to an interior solution of a rigidly rotating
dust cylinder of radius R, matched to three different exterior solutions [27]. We start by
writing the metric in its 1+3-decomposed form in cylindrical coordinates xi ≡ (t, r, z, φ) as
follows,
ds2 = F (dt− M
F
dφ)2 −H(dr2 + dz2)− r
2
F
dφ, (56)
in which H,M and F are functions of r given by the following expressions for the interior
and exterior solutions,
Interior, 0 ≤ r ≤ R
H = e−a
2r2 , M = ar2, F = 1 (57)
Exterior, R ≤ r
Case I : aR < 1
2
H = e−a
2R2(
R
r
)2a
2R2 , M = r sinh(ǫ+ θ) sinh−1 2ǫ, (58)
F = rR−1 sinh(ǫ− θ) sinh−1 ǫ, (59)
in which a is a positive constant corresponding to the angular velocity of the fluid on the
rotation axis and also θ = (1− 4a2R2) 12 log( r
R
) and tanh ǫ = (1− 4a2R2) 12 .
Case II : aR = 1
2
H = e−
1
4 (
R
r
)
1
2 , M =
1
2
r[1 + log(
r
R
], (60)
F = rR−1[1− log( r
R
)], (61)
Case III : aR > 1
2
14
H = e−a
2R2(
R
r
)2a
2R2 , M = r sin(ǫ+ θ) sin−1 2ǫ, (62)
F = rR−1 sin(ǫ− θ) sin−1 ǫ, (63)
where θ = (4a2R2 − 1) 12 log( r
R
) and tan ǫ = (4a2R2 − 1) 12 . Now we can employ the GEM
junction conditions which in the first part require the continuity of the normal component
of the GE and tangential components of gravitomegnetic fields. Employing the following
normal and tangential vectors on the boundary r = R, in the coordinate system of(56),
n = (0, 1, 0, 0), eia =
∂xa
∂yi
, (64)
with yi = (t, z, φ) denoting the coordinates on the boundary hypersurface r = R, the GEM
junction conditions are concluded as follows.
A : Junction conditions on GE fields
Since F = 1 in (56) for the interior solution, the interior GE field is zero everywhere. On
the other hand for the GE field in the exterior solutions we have,
Case I:
Er =
−1
2r
[1− tanh(ǫ)
tanh(ǫ− θ) ]. (65)
Case II:
Er =
−1
2
[
1
r
− 1
RF
]. (66)
Case III:
Er =
−1
2r
[1− tan(ǫ)
tan(ǫ− θ) ]. (67)
It is not difficult to see that all the above expressions vanish on the boundary as required
by the continuity of the normal component of the GE field.
A : Junction conditions on GM fields
Since the GM potential Aφ =
M
F
of the spacetime (56) depends only on r, it will possess
GM fields along the z− direction. The interior gavitomagnetic field on the boundary (i.e at
r = R) is given by Bzg = −2a/e−a2R2 whereas for the exterior solutions we have,
Case I:
Bzg =
−R√F
r2H
sinh(ǫ)2 cosh−1 ǫ
sinh(ǫ− θ)2 . (68)
Case II:
Bzg =
−R√F
r2H
1
(1− log(r/R))2 . (69)
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Case III:
Bzg =
−R√F
r2H
sin(ǫ)2 cos−1 ǫ
sin(ǫ− θ)2 . (70)
Again, it is a straightforward calculation to see that all of the above fields reduce to the
same interior field on the boundary.
It can be shown that the second part of the GEM junction conditions on Van Stockum
solutions requires the continuity of the three components λ111, λ
1
22 and λ
1
33 of the Christof-
fel symbols of their corresponding 3-manifold Σ3. Their continuity across the boundary
hypersurface are examined in the following,
interiorλ111 = −a2r r=R= exteriorλ111


Case I −a2R2/r
Case II −1/4r
Case III −a2R2/r,
interiorλ122 = a
2r
r=R
= exteriorλ122


Case I a2R2/r
Case II 1/4r
Case III a2R2/r,
interiorλ133 = −r/e−a
2R2 r=R= exteriorλ133


Case I −R tanh(ǫ)
2H
sinh(2ǫ−θ)
sinh(ǫ−θ)2
Case II r
2
2H
log(r/R)−2
RF 2
Case III −R tan(ǫ)
2H
sin(2ǫ−θ)
sin(ǫ−θ)2 .
It should be noted that the case II is characterized by aR = 1/2. In [28] using a slightly
different notation, the authors introduce what we have called the GM intensity (denoted
by H) and arrive at the result that it should be continuous across a hypersurface in the Σ3
space (which as previously noticed is not in general a submanifold of the original spacetime
manifold) which was then pulled back to the original spacetime manifold by the inverse pro-
jection map. In our case we have directly applied the junction conditions on a hypersurface
in the original spacetime manifoldM which were then expressed in terms of the GEM filed
vectors. The two approaches arrive at the same result, since the continuity of the gravito-
magnetic intensity is also true in our case if there are no surface stress-energy tensor on the
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separating hypersurface, in which case, the normal component of the gravitomagnetic inten-
sity (and also the GM field Bg), would be automatically continuous across the hypersurface.
Although no explicit interior solution was given, the authors have examined the junction
conditions on different possible stationary interior and exterior solutions of Einstein field
equations including the (exterior) cylindrical NUT space introduced in [7].
It should be mentioned that one could also employ the 3+1-splitting (or foliation) of space-
times to write junction conditions across timelike hypersurfaces. This is done in the context
of the so called black hole membrane paradigm [29] for the stretched horizon which replaces
the true horizon [41]. The modern version of this paradigm using an action principle is given
in [30].
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In the present study, first we introduced the well known Papapetrou field as the GEM field
tensor for stationary spacetimes and then showed its content in terms of GE and GM fields
explicitly in the coordinate system adapted to the TKVF of the underlying spacetime. In
this identification, unlike the previous studies [10], The GEM field tensor included both GE
and GM vector fields and was also different from the one introduced by Geroch in [2]. Using
the same field, the Maxwell-type part of the vacuum Einstein field equations were written in
a differential form analogous to their EM counterparts in curved backgrounds. This is done
by elevating the GEM 3-vectors Eg and Bg to 4-vectors using the TKVF of the spacetime.
The close analogy of this formalism to electromagnetism in curved backgrounds, was shown
by writing the GEM field tensor in terms of the introduced GEM 4-vector fields and the
TKVF of the underlying stationary spacetime. Using this analogy, the junction conditions
on a hypersurface separating two regions of a spacetime with different metrics are given in
terms of the GEM 4-vector fields. Obviously, at the end these junction conditions in a given
coordinate system are mathematically equivalent to those obtained in the formal description
of junction condition we started with, but it is expected that one could employ them on the
basis of their analogy to the electromagnetic counterparts to look for interior solutions of the
well known exterior solutions such as in the case of Kerr spacetime [31], in the same way they
were employed to find (recover) new (old) solutions of Einstein field equations such as the
NUT-type spacetimes [4, 7]. Indeed it has already shown that studying principal directions
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of the Papapetrou field and the Ernst potential associated with the TKVF could serve as
a tool to look for exact solutions [13]. This is no coincidence as the real and imaginary
components of the exterior derivative of the Ernst potential are proportional to the GE and
GM fields respectively. The example of the Van Stockum solution, serving as a guide, shows
the possible challenges that one might face in using the approach based on the junction
conditions (in terms of the GEM fields) to look for new exact solutions.
It should also be noted that the employment of the threading decomposition of stationary
spacetimes in the above formulation of the junction conditions, restricts its application to
stationary spacetimes and its generalization to non-stationary spacetimes should employ a
consistent generalization of the threading decomposition to non-stationary spacetimes such
as that given in [32, 33] and more recently in [5, 10, 20].
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Appendix A: Calculation of the inhomogeneous quasi-Maxwell equations in terms
of the GEM field tensor
In section III we gave an expression for the quasi-Maxwell form of the Einstein field equa-
tions in terms of the GEM field tensor in the coordinate system adapted to the TKVF. Here
we find the 3-dimensional inhomogeneous quasi-Maxwell equations introduced in section II,
starting with equation (32),
∇aFgab = 0. (A1)
First we consider the spatial components of the field tensor,
∇aFgaβ = 0
=
1√
h
√
γ
∂
∂xa
(
√
h
√
γFg
aβ)
=
1√
h
√
γ
∂
∂xα
(
√
h
√
γ(−hfαβ))
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using fαβ =
√
γeαβγBg
γ yields
∇aFgaβ = 0
= − 1√
h
√
γ
∂
∂xα
(h3/2eαβγBgγ)
=
3h√
γ
EgαBgγe
αβγ − h√
γ
eαβγ(
∂
∂xα
Bgγ)
= −3h(Eg ×Bg)β + h(∇×Bg)β
from which we obtain the following quasi-Maxwell equation in the three-space Σ3
∇×Bg = 3Eg ×Bg. (A2)
Now we turn our attention to the spatio-temporal component of the equation, i.e,
∇aFga0 = 0, (A3)
which could be written as follows,
∇αFgα0 = 1√
h
√
γ
∂
∂xα
(
√
h
√
γFg
α0).
Writing the GEM field tensor in terms of the GEM vector fields we have,
∇αFgα0 = 2√
γ
∂
∂xα
(
√
γEg
α)− h√
γ
∂
∂xα
[
√
γ(Ag ×Bg)α]− [2Egα − h(Ag ×Bg)α]Egα. (A4)
in which for the second term in the right hand side we have
h√
γ
∂
∂xα
[
√
γ(Ag ×Bg)α] = hBg2 − hAg · (∇×Bg)
so that we have
∇αFgα0 = 2∇ · Eg − 2Eg2 − hBg2 + hAg · (∇×Bg) + 3hEg · (Ag ×Bg).
After making use of the equation (A2) we end up with the desired result
∇ · Eg = Eg2 + 1
2
hBg
2.
which is the other inhomogeneous quasi-Maxwell equation.
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Appendix B: Calculation of the extrinsic curvature in terms of the GEM fields
Before proceeding with the calculation of the jump in the extrinsic curvature of the
boundary hypersurface, it should be noted that the following calculations are made in a
gauge in which Aα;β +Aβ;α = 0. This is due to the fact that the combination Aα;β +Aβ;α is
not an invariant under the gauge transformation Agα → Agα+∂αf representing the freedom
in choosing the time origin (3), where it is known that all the 3-dimensional objects are
scalars under the spacetime transformations [1]. To keep with Landau’s notation, in what
follows we use gα instead of Ag
α as the GEM 3-vector potential.
We begin by writing all the connection coefficients in terms of the GEM 3-vector fields and
then show that the two expressions (44) and (45) are equivalent in the coordinate system
adapted to the TKVF and so being 3-tensorial relation on the hypersurface they are equal
in all coordinate systems.
In terms of the metric components, the connection coefficients for a stationary spacetime
(in the coordinate system adapted to the TKVF) are given by [1],
Γ000
.
=
1
2
gαh,α
Γ0α0
.
=
h,α
2h
+
h
2
gβfαβ − 1
2
gαgλh
,λ
Γ0αβ
.
= −1
2
(gα,β + gβ,α)− 1
2h
(gαh,β + gβh,α) + gδλ
δ
αβ +
1
2
gαgβgδh
,δ − h
2
gλ(gαfβλ + gβfαλ)
Γα00
.
=
1
2
h,α
Γα0β
.
=
h
2
f αβ −
1
2
gβh
,α
Γαβγ
.
= λαβγ −
h
2
(gβf
α
γ + gγf
α
β ) +
1
2
gβgγh
,α (B1)
Rewriting the above equations in terms of the GEM 3-vector fields, they are given as follows,
Γ000
.
= −hgαEgα
Γ0α0
.
= −Egα +
h
2
√
γgβǫαβγBg
γ + hgαg
λEgλ
Γ0αβ
.
= (gαEgβ + gβEgα)− hgαgβgλEgλ −
h
2
gγ(gα
√
γǫβγλBg
λ + gβ
√
γǫαγλBg
λ)
Γα00
.
= −hγαβEgβ
Γα0β
.
=
h
2
√
γǫ αβ γBg
γ + hgβγ
αλEgλ
Γαβγ
.
= λαβγ −
h
2
(gβ
√
γǫ αγ λBg
λ + gγ
√
γǫ αβ λBg
λ)− hgβgγγαλEgλ (B2)
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Now what we need, is to show that the following relations hold between the connection
coefficients and the components of the tensor P abc,
− Γ000 = P 000 ; −Γ0α0 = P 0α0
−Γ0αβ = P 0αβ ; −Γα00 = P α00
−Γα0β = P α0β ; −Γαβγ + λαβγ = P αβγ. (B3)
This could be achieved by calculating the components of P abc in the coordinate system
adapted to the timelike Killing vector as follows,
P 000
.
=
1
h
Eg
0ξ0ξ0 +
1
h
(−Eg 00 ξ0) = hgαEgα
P 0α0
.
=
1
h
Eg
0ξαξ0 +
1
2h
(−Fg 0α ξ0 − Fg 00 ξα) = Egα − hgαgβEgβ −
1
2
h
√
γgβǫαβλBg
λ
P α00
.
=
1
h
Eg
αξ0ξ0 +
1
h
(−Fg α0 ξ0) = hγαβEgβ
P αβ0
.
=
1
h
Eg
αξβξ0 +
1
2h
(−Fg αβ ξ0 − Fg α0 ξβ) = −gβγαλEgλ −
1
2
h
√
γǫ αβ γBg
γ
P 0αβ
.
=
1
h
Eg
0ξαξβ +
1
2h
(−Fg 0α ξβ − Fg 0β ξα)
= −(gαEgβ + gβEgα) + hgαgβgλEgλ +
h
2
gγ(gα
√
γǫβγλBg
λ + gβ
√
γǫαγλBg
λ)
P αβγ
.
=
1
h
Eg
αξβξγ +
1
2h
(−Fg αβ ξγ − Fg αγ ξβ)
=
h
2
(gβ
√
γǫ αγ λBg
λ + gγ
√
γǫ αβ λBg
λ) + hgβgγγ
αλEgλ (B4)
comparing the above relations with those in (B2) shows that the relations given in (B3) are
satisfied in the coordinate system adapted to the TKVF.
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